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Intel Education: Transforming Education for Student Success 

Drawing on over a decade of experience working with more than 300 million students and 15 million teachers in 100 

countries, Intel Education helps educators and administrators implement flexible, holistic education solutions that fit 

the needs of their unique classrooms. Working with local and global manufacturers around the world to offer locally 

relevant solutions, Intel provides comprehensive solutions that include hardware, software, and tools for active 

learning, creating a more vibrant, interactive learning environment. 

Intel also invests in education programs and technology access efforts that enable today’s youth to develop the skills 

they need to be our future innovators. Over the past decade alone, Intel and the Intel Foundation have invested more 

than US$1 billion toward improving education in more than 100 countries. 

Technology for Learning 

Designed to drive student engagement and promote educational excellence, Intel® Education Solutions provide a 

diverse combination of learning devices, infrastructure, software and planning and implementation resources to create 

successful learning environments. 

Learning Devices 

Based on innovative Intel technologies, a wide variety of learning device options are available to schools, educators and 

students – from enterprise-quality 2 in 1s, tablets, Chromebooks*, laptops and All-in-Ones to purpose-built devices 

that can withstand everyday student usage. 

 Intel Education-based devices offer extraordinary battery life and performance, with ample processing power to 

run multiple applications. Their interoperability allows students to work across existing and new peripherals, 

and ensure connectivity to multiple devices. The devices come equipped with built-in security features that 

keep students safely connected and software and tools that are proven to engage today’s students as they 

enhance daily learning. 

o 2 in 1s with Intel Inside® provide students with the touch-screen capabilities of a tablet and the 

performance of a laptop. 

o Tablets with Intel processors provide an immediate, immersive learning experience with high 

performance, long battery life, vibrant high-definition multitouch screens and instant-on technology. 

o Chromebooks with Intel Inside give students an instant-on device with full school-day battery life, great 

apps, and the ability to easily collaborate from anywhere. 

o Laptops with Intel Inside give users a great choice of features and performance, becoming truly custom 

devices with unparalleled productivity. 

o All-in-Ones with Intel Inside feature integrated HD screens that bring interactive content to life, and its 

single cord set up and built-in security makes classroom technology easier and safer. 

o Mini PCs with Intel Inside bring full PC capability to small classrooms and are easy to carry between 

home and school. 

o The Intel® Compute Stick is a pocket-sized computer that can transform any HDMI display into a fully 

functional computer. 

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/education/intel-education.html
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 Intel Education Solutions reference designs – available for 2 in 1s, tablets, Chromebooks and laptops – offer 

solutions that are flexible and holistic, including hardware, software, content, services and professional 

development that enable educators to promote anywhere, anytime learning. 

o The Intel® Education Content Access Point reference design is an easy-to-use device designed to store, 

manage and distribute digital content – a particularly useful tool for schools with low or intermittent 

connectivity. 

Infrastructure 

Intel Education helps create custom plans that deliver innovative, secure technology infrastructures based upon 

decades of hands-on experience. Intel supports legacy content and software while providing open architecture and 

access to a large, experienced ecosystem of partners. Interoperable with back-office data systems, Intel Education also 

helps protect infrastructure investments and avoid the need for overhaul. 

 Intel’s open architecture makes it easy to integrate a wide range of software solutions and peripherals, use 

proven content and curriculum aligned to standards, and keep technology secure – allowing teachers to focus 

on teaching. 

 Intel® Security solutions include hardware and software products that provide physical safeguards to help 

control vulnerabilities in the enterprise.  

o Intel® Identity Protection Technology helps provide a secure, tamper-resistant method to protect data 

from threats and fraud. 

o McAfee SiteAdvisor® provides free web protection to help users make better decisions about what they 

click and download. 

o McAfee LiveSafe™ helps provide protection for your data and identity on all your devices. 

Software and Resources 

Intel Education offers proven effective software, resources and tools that help students develop vital skills such as 

communication, collaboration, creativity, problem solving, critical thinking and digital literacy. Intel works with 

publishers and content providers that understand local and global needs for education content and provide solutions 

that meet the varied needs of the education customer. 

 Intel® Education Software includes applications that encourage inquiry across the curriculum and promote 

deeper engagement with content such as Intel® Education Study, previously Kno™, the digital content and 

analytics solution that provides school and publishers with the tools to lead teachers and students to success. 

 Intel® Education Resources offer anywhere, anytime access to a wide range of courseware and supplemental 

apps. These free resources are preloaded onto Intel-based devices and cover key subject areas such as math, 

science, language learning and digital literacy, as well as teacher professional development. 

Strategic Planning and Implementation 

Drawing on more than a decade of experience in schools around the world, Intel utilizes globally proven practices to 

support educators and institutions throughout planning and implementation and help them address their unique 

challenges. 
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 Intel’s holistic approach to education transformation provides a solid foundation for learning programs, 

addressing policy, leadership, curriculum, assessment, evaluation and sustainable resourcing. 

 Intel offers tools and ongoing support to help educators and institutions plan, implement and make the most of 

their technology investments. 

 Intel’s professional development programs help teachers integrate and use technology to better prepare 

students to excel in school – and beyond. 

Advancing Education through Advocacy, Access and Sponsorship 

Intel believes young people are the key to future innovation, and a solid foundation in science, technology, engineering 

and math combined with skills such as critical thinking, collaboration and digital literacy are critical for their success. 

That is why Intel gets directly involved in education programs, political advocacy and technology access efforts that 

enable today’s youth to develop the skills they need to be our future innovators. Over the past decade alone, Intel and 

the Intel Foundation have invested more than US$1 billion in more than 100 countries and Intel employees have 

donated more than 4 million volunteer hours toward improving education. 

Intel annually sponsors the Intel Science Talent Search and the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair, which 

are both programs of the nonprofit Society for Science & the Public (SSP), to bring greater attention to math and 

science achievement, encourage more youth to embrace these fields, and highlight the impact these subjects have on 

the future of innovation. In 2008, the Intel Foundation committed US$120 million over 10 years to continue its 

sponsorship of these premier science and math competitions. 

Intel also helps young people acquire the skills necessary for personal and professional success through community-

based programs like the Intel Computer Clubhouse Network, an after-school learning program that enables youth in 

underserved areas to access cutting-edge technology and become self-confident, motivated learners and leaders. 

Computer Clubhouse members have free access to high-end technology including 3-D printers, electronics kits and 

software tools, as well as video, graphic and web design, music production, and college and career preparation. Since 

2000, Intel has invested more than US$50 million in the network, which is comprised of 100 clubhouses across 20 

countries. 

About Intel 

Intel (NASDAQ: INTC) is a world leader in computing innovation. The company designs and builds the essential 

technologies that serve as the foundation for the world’s computing devices. As a leader in corporate responsibility and 

sustainability, Intel also manufactures the world’s first commercially available “conflict-free” microprocessors. 

Additional information about Intel is available at newsroom.intel.com and blogs.intel.com, and about Intel’s conflict-free 

efforts at conflictfree.intel.com. 
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